COVERT HARRASMENT/GANG STALKING

THE NEW TORTURE TACTIC
Anonymous, A victim of ORGANIZED GANG STALKING/COVERT HARASSMENT

28 Feb 2016

To Whom It May Concern....

This is my true life story regarding being an ORGANIZED/GANG STALKING/Covert Harassment target/victim in Cape Town of South Africa. This is only a partial account about my experiences but I do not have the time to elaborate fully.

First let me state I associated with members of the Americans Gang and sold a substance called TIK. GOD called me on the 03 November 2006 at 10:25 to a New Way of Life. Before this calling I was a drug addict & possessed by twelve demonic spirits (that has been in our family since 1812). In 2008 & 2013 (After losing my job) I had backslidden and used drugs again on two accounts, one account in 2008 where I was at a house of an American gang member(who is now deceased) & who was also a born again Christian but made the choice to let the ways of his old self and his allegiance to the American gang dictate his behavior. He asked me a question that day at their kitchen table before pulling out a okapi knife in front of his now deceased mother in their house, he told me that seeing that we know the difference between good & evil, meaning seeing that we have come to a knowledge of the truth, why don’t we continue in this criminal lifestyle?

This came as a shock to me and my answer to that was this, ‘How can we that have been given a second chance by the grace of the GOD choose to continue living this way? I was supposed to be executed that day by instruction of the Council of the Americans but by the Grace of GOD I managed to escape and was spared. From that day onwards I have been targeted by this gang from sabotaging to stealing of my vehicle to sending people on various occasions to follow me constantly to monitor my comings and goings to putting me on a list of a Satanic corrupt criminal organized stalking crew that uses Zersetzung covert harassment and gang stalking tactics.
I believe the Americans gang has a council like the **TWELVE POINTS Number Gang** judicial council (REFER TO THE ARTICLE BELOW WHICH IS AN EXTRACT TAKEN FROM THE INTERNET TO GAIN A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THIS COUNCIL) that monitors members conduct and decides punishment for improper conduct of members.

**UNDERSTANDING TRIAL AND PUNISHMENT**

The gang has a strict code of conduct and failure to abide by these rules has severe consequences for the perpetrator. When a member has committed a gang crime, the Twelve Points meets to decide the case. The judge is the first to speak: he argues for a conviction. The mtshali/Lawyer (Pleads on behalf of the offender) rebuts him with an argument for acquittal. Then the forum debates the two positions. The judge will then end the discussion by announcing the verdict. He will then suggest a verdict followed by a sentence.

If the sentence is death the mtshali stands up and begins an argument in mitigation. A vote then takes place. Every person except the general and the mtshali votes. If the vote is five for death and five for a lesser sentence, the mtshali casts his deciding vote and the accused's life is saved. If the vote for death is in the majority the mtshali registers his protest by refusing to vote at all. At this stage of proceedings, once the accused has been sentenced to death by a majority vote he must be executed. Upon the outcome of the trial a punishment is chosen. The ultimate punishment is **death** (the correction of wrongs or correction of the Breaking of gang laws) by the shedding of blood, that is copied from the biblical sacrificial system mentioned in Hebrews 9:22, “And according to the law almost all things are purified with blood, and without the shedding of blood there is no remission (freedom or pardon from wrongs) which is sufficed by the execution of the accused gang member.

This final act is performed with a firearm which is an instrument of death and is known as a **"number one"**. The accused which is now termed a **dead man walking** is not present at the trial and will not be informed of his own fate. After sentence is passed an **execution squad which consists of three soldiers will be given the order to perform the execution** or better termed (ouense se werke werk). Less severe forms of punishment include "klappe" (hits) which involves 10 slaps to the face with an open hand and the "beker" (mug) which involves blows on the head with a tin cup attached to a sock. Punishment that does not involve any harm to the offender would involve **the murder of a non-gang member**.

It is important to note that not all aspects are known with regards to the functions of each ranking member. This is because of the extreme secrecy of the numbers gang.
The hierarchy members of the Americans secret council believes that I have transgressed their gang laws and has delivered sentence which is to be executed. This deliverance of execution is the reason why they have not stopped in sending various people to covertly harass me, waiting for an opportunity to execute judgment. The gang is currently contracting with an organized stalking crew that is illegally monitoring my movements and providing them (the gang) with my precise location 24/7 in order for them to execute their judgment, even though I have moved 6 times, have no other gang links, no criminal record, have a stable job in the financial Sector, got married, have two kids that I am looking after, currently completing my Diploma & planning to study towards a Degree & then Masters in Financial Planning & have no desire to even pursue in any criminal or Drug & Gang related activity.

Please see the below an extract taken from the internet concerning the steps I took above to go to the police: http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com/common-tacticsmind-games.html#sthash.4V5ZL8qu.dpbs

Report your suspicions to the police - Even if there is no proof - this may help to build a good record to at a later date, once victims of this organized crime are taken seriously - The cases will be stronger. If possible take someone with you when reporting it. In some cases you’re targeting may get worse while you go through this process in order to stop you from continuing to get help. The criminals/perpetrators don't need a reason to up the tactics, but at least by reporting your case anyway - you are giving a message of - This is not acceptable and I will fight.

In July 2015 I went to my local police station to ask for advice about my situation with the above mentioned Gang. I was told that they will look into the situation but there is nothing that they can do until something happens. After three weeks of telephonic follow ups on the progress of what I was told from the station commander an incident occurred which (I will explain below) that made me lose my trust in that specific Police station. In August 2015 as I was on the way to Paarden Eiland from home. I stopped at a red robot in Welwyn street Pinelands opposite Mutual Park and noticed a red car pull up next to me and across the street heading in the opposite direction a police van from my local police station. I noticed that only one person was in the patrol van. The guy in the Police Patrol van signaled with a nod (which is a visual cue) to the Indian occupant that was in the car that was standing next to me on my left. As I drove on there was two vr6 golfs standing facing each other on the side curb with 2 black occupants opposite oude Molen high school. I proceeded on to Paarden Eiland to pick up some occupants and when I came from my pick up whilst driving thru the factories I inwardly felt that something isn’t right. At the robot at Koeberg Avenue as you come out of PaardenEiland I drove towards the N1 freeway & there were cars behind me and on the left in which I believe was a coordinated unit. I sped on the N1, followed by a red Uno, and three taxis, I made like I was going to take the malmesbury turn off but didn’t and the red Uno and 1 taxi took that turnoff, then the other taxi now in front of me took the goodwood turnoff coming from the N1 headed to Bellville side.
I did not take that turn off as I could see that this is a planned and well-coordinated attack. I drove and took the vasco turn off onto Vasco Boulevard opposite Mc Donald’s N1city. To my surprise as I drove and thought I was in the clear there were already people in that vicinity waiting. I drove right down Vasco Boulevard towards voortrekker and took a left at voortrekker heading to parow. While on voortrekker I made a u turn to the right at a second street after the robots at the halt Road Bridge & voortrekker and noticed the cars behind me pulling over. I drove on voortrekker now heading in the Cape Town direction to Goodwood Police station. I stayed there and got escorted from there and while driving in front of the police van the red Uno appeared behind the police van that was on the N1 freeway that took the Malmesbury turn off. The police van escorted me home that day. The above is just one of the five times that I was in, what is called a floating box coordinated attack that is being used by a criminal organized stalking crew to Illegally monitor my movements and communicate thru my precise whereabouts to the gang in order for them to execute judgment.

Below is an extract taken from the internet that explains the method which is being used by a criminal organized stalking crew/Gang Underworld/Drug Trade Syndicates/Organized crime groups/Satanic occults & corrupt Law Enforcement personnel which is termed:

Organized Gang Stalking/Covert Harassment

The New Torture Tactic to Neutralize Citizens

What is Gang Stalking?

“Stalking” : to follow, watch, and bother (someone) constantly in a way that is frightening & dangerous etc…
: to pursue obsessively and to the point of harassment

Definition 1 - Gang Stalking is a well-organized, occult form of covert harassment used against an individual. It is done by large groups of people who systematically & repeatedly harass individuals.

Definition 2 - Gang stalking is a highly criminal campaign, one directed at a target individual, and one that aims to destroy an innocent person’s life through covert harassment, malicious slander and carefully crafted and executed psychological assaults.
“Organized Gang Stalking” refers to the intense, long-term, unconstitutional surveillance and harassment of a person who has been designated as a targeted individual by criminal gangs, satanic factions within our government, Occult groups & powerful corporations etc. These criminal gangs, satanic factions within our government, Occult groups & powerful corporations etc... “Contract” with a criminal organized stalking crew that is secretly funded by the satanic factions within our government & controlled by law enforcement personnel, that uses psychological and many times physical covert tactics that originated from the Stasi (Zersetzung). These covert tactics are used against the TI (targeted individual) by the criminal organized stalking crew that uses people from all backgrounds and vocations. All races, ages, genders and every sector of society that you can think of are a part of this. Gangstalkers are comprised of illegal & legal immigrants, random citizens who are criminals, gang members, ex-criminals, bikers, retired police officers, security agency & law enforcement personnel, neighborhood watch members, cult members, Ambulance Drivers, Firemen. Police & citizens who have no criminal records both male and female & who have mostly no apparent connection to the criminal gang or law enforcement personnel. Many of whom live or work in the area where the harassment takes place, to harass and conduct 24/7/365 tracking of the TI. Gangstalkers are usually unemployed people, who have plenty of time on their hands to commit such acts and follow people around at all times of day and night. They are recruited into these programs and offered payment. With the rising unemployment rate in the South Africa, there is a large population of people to recruit to carry out the program. Many people have no jobs so they are prime candidates for the gangstalking program. The program recruits people who would be in the targets natural environment. People tend to associate the word harassment with acts of temporary aggravation or pestering. Therefore, it may not be the proper word to describe the never-ending acts of covert violence inflicted upon targeted individuals, which amounts to torture and murder. Some of the tactics used in gang stalking are borderline-subliminal, which is why they are very difficult to detect, explain, and defend against. It is my objective in this article to make the unconscious, conscious.

According to Wikipedia, “The Stasi, or Ministry for State Security (German: Ministerium für Staatssicherheit, MfS) by its full name, defined Zersetzung in its 1985 dictionary of political operatives as "...a method of operation by the Ministry for State Security for an efficacious struggle against subversive activities, particularly in the treatment of operations. With Zersetzung one can influence hostile and negative individuals across different operational political activities, especially the hostile and negative aspects of their dispositions and beliefs, so these are abandoned and changed little by little, and, if applicable, the contradictions and differences between the hostile and negative forces would be laid open, exploited, and reinforced.

The goal of Zersetzung is the fragmentation, paralysis, disorganization, and isolation of the hostile and negative forces, in order to preventatively impede the hostile and negative activities, to largely restrict, or to totally avert them, and if applicable to prepare the ground for a political and ideological reestablishment. Zersetzung is equally an immediate constitutive element of "operational procedures" and other preventive activities to impede hostile gatherings. The principal forces to execute Zersetzung are the unofficial collaborators.
Zersetzung presupposes information and significant proof of hostile activities planned, prepared, and accomplished as well as anchor points corresponding to measures of Zersetzung. Zersetzung must be produced on the basis of a root cause analysis of the facts and the exact definition of a concrete goal. Zersetzung must be executed in a uniform and supervised manner; its results must be documented. The political explosive force of Zersetzung heightens demands regarding the maintenance of secrecy. “The Stasi used Zersetzung essentially as a means of psychological oppression and persecution in an effort to undermine the targets self-confidence and self-esteem. Operations were designed to intimidate and destabilise the target by subjecting them to repeated disappointment, and to socially alienate them by interfering with and disrupting their relationships with others as in social undermining. The aim was to induce personal crises in victims, leaving them too unnerved and psychologically distressed to have the time and energy for anti-government activism. The Stasi intentionally concealed their role as mastermind of the operations. Author Jürgen Fuchs was a victim of Zersetzung and wrote about his experience, describing the Stasi’s actions as “psychosocial crime”, and “an assault on the human soul”.

Who were the Stasi & what was Zersetzung?

The Stasi was an aggressive police agency that terrorized the East German population until the fall of the Iron Curtain. They engaged in utilizing unconstitutional covert tactics called Zersetzung to oppress the East German citizenry. Almost all Stasi departments were involved in Zersetzung operations, although first and foremost the lead of the Stasi’s directorate XX (Hauptabteilung XX) in Berlin, and its divisional offices in regional and municipal government. The function of the head and Abteilung XXs was to maintain surveillance of religious communities; cultural and media establishments; alternative political parties. The Zersetzung of individuals was usually carried out by systematically undermining the target’s quality of life (both socially and in the workplace) with the intention of simply destroying the target’s confidence. The tactics used took various forms such as bogus investigations, surveillance, smear campaigns (spreading slanderous rumours and information) (about unacceptable political viewpoints, inappropriate behavior, the possibility they may be involved in criminal activity etc… that were passed on to bosses and social circles, local police etc…might be based on true facts, but were often plausible untruths that were hard or impossible to refute, the use of noise, thefts, break-ins, character assassination, staged accidents, framings, sabotage and vandalism, mail interference, blacklisting, citizen informant squads for overt surveillance (Gang Stalking), causing trouble at work, poisoning and drugging, incarceration into prisons and mental institutions etc..

The Gang Stalking Strategy Explained

Zersetzung is a technique to subvert and undermine an opponent. The aim was to disrupt the target’s private or family life so they are unable to continue their “hostile-negative” activities towards the state. Typically, the Stasi would use collaborators to garner details from a victim’s private life.
They would then devise a strategy to “disintegrate” the target’s personal circumstances—their career, their relationship with their spouse, their reputation in the community. They would even seek to alienate them from their children. Zersetzung operations were based on the 5 D’s: Deny, Deceive, Disrupt, Degrade, and Destroy.

The process:

1. A systematic degradation of reputation, image, and prestige in a database on one part true, verifiable and degrading, and on the other part false, plausible, irrefutable, and always degrading; a systematic organization of social and professional failures for demolishing the self-confidence of the individual; stimulation of doubts with respect to perspectives on the future; stimulation of mistrust or mutual suspicion among groups; putting in place spatial and temporal obstacles rendering impossible or at least difficult the reciprocal relations of a group, for example by assigning distant workplaces.

2. Beginning with intelligence obtained by espionage, the Stasi established "sociograms" and "psychograms" which it applied for the psychological forms of Zersetzung. They exploited personal traits, such as homosexuality, as well as supposed character weaknesses of the targeted individual—for example a professional failure, negligence of parental duties, pornographic interests, divorce, alcoholism, dependence on medications, criminal tendencies, passion for a collection or a game, or contacts with circles of the extreme right—or even the veil of shame from the rumors poured out upon one's circle of acquaintances.

The first stage of Zersetzung was an evaluation of all state held data and information, eg medical records, school reports, police records, intelligence reports, searches of target’s residence, daily routines/schedules. At this point they were looking for any weak points (social, emotional or physical) that could be used as a way to put pressure on the target, eg extra-marital affairs, criminal records, alcoholism, drug use, differences between the target and their group (eg age, class, clothing styles) that could be used to socially isolate them. After this a Zersetzung strategy was drawn up: What was the specific aim? What tactics should be used to exploit the target’s personal situation and character traits? What was the timescale? The next stage was often to supplement covert surveillance with overt observation in order to communicate to the target that they were of interest to the Stasi and to create a sense of insecurity and paranoia. Tactics included questioning, repeated stop and searches, strange noises on telephone lines, conspicuous visits to the workplace so that bosses and colleagues were aware of the police interest etc. The final stages entailed psychological and physical harassment: sabotaging of vehicles (e.g. slashing tyres etc…); the spreading of rumours as mentioned above. From the point of view of the Stasi, the measures were the most fruitful when they were applied in connection with a personality; all "schematism" had to be avoided.
Moreover, methods of Zersetzung included espionage, overt, hidden, and feigned; opening letters and listening to telephone calls; encroachments on private property; manipulation of vehicles; and even poisoning food and using false medications. Certain collaborators of the Stasi tacitly took into account the suicide of victims of Zersetzung. The FBI, DHS, and NSA are currently engaged in utilizing unconstitutional Stasi techniques called Zersetzung, and a huge civilian spy branch has already been deployed in the United States for more than a decade. Most of these tactics has also been used in former Cointelpro operations by the United States, Russia, and Germany against their civilian population. Programs such as MKULTRA and Cointelpro can't be denied. Zersetzung was developed to destroy a targeted person's inner-self. In many cases (not all, but many), these innocent people who claim that they are victims of “Gang Stalking” are the targets of this illegal counter-intelligence program (COINTELPRO) run out of the Department of Justice, and simply do not recognize who or what is behind their harassment and destruction of their lives, relationships and livelihoods. The Church Committee exposed this illegal program (which was never terminated) in the 1970’s. It is a multi-billion dollar (and illegal) program which funnels funds to InfraGard and private security companies run by ex-FBI, ex-DEA, ex-DOD employees.

Anyone who has been placed on a watch-list is a potential target for data-theft, cyber-harassment, break-ins (usually no sign of forced entry), vandalism, overt harassment, covert harassment, slander, destruction of personal and professional relationships, economic sabotage of targets, and stalking in commercial locations. All of these activities are coordinated from (basically) two playbooks: The Stasi’s “Zersetzung” tactics and the Joint Threat Research Intelligence Group (JTRIG) – a branch of the UK’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). During an interview on the Republic Broadcasting Network, Dr. Munzert, a German target, drew a parallel between the current programs mentioned above and what occurred in East Germany. He explains, “

In Germany this is called Zersetzung and this means the dissolution or disintegration of the targeted person."BBC in 2004 for her non-fiction book, Stasiland. In it, she wrote, "The German word Zersetzung is harsh, and has no direct English equivalent. She described, "Zersetzung, as a concept, involves the annihilation of the inner-self. “It calls for, "[The] targeted spreading of rumours about particular persons with the aid of anonymous [means].making compromising situations for them by creating confusion over the facts... [and] the engendering of hysterical and depressive behaviors in the target person." "Directive Perceptions," she continued, was another program designed to "develop apathy (in the [targeted] subject)... to achieve a situation in which his conflicts, whether of a social, personal, career, health or political kind are irreversible... to give rise to fears in him... to develop/create disappointments... to restrict his talents or capabilities... to reduce his capacity to act and... to harness dissentions and contradictions around him."These directives were massively used on the population to maintain a dictatorship. These programs were designed to secretly destroy a target's personal and professional life, ruin them financially, and prevent them from reaching their potential, with the intention to produce irreversible depressive and panic-stricken behaviors.
What gang stalking appears to be is a combination of various Cointelpro operations used by oppressive regimes on their civilian population. It has been refined and deployed globally and is likely an indication of the creation of a worldwide dictatorship. Many people grow up in society never realizing that the world is not really controlled by just governments but it’s also controlled by a system. Some people might consider this system similar to another government that operates outside of the mainstream government. The system is more structured and less democratic than many of us realize, or are willing to believe. The system that really exists and that controls society is made up of the powerful and elite, Corporations and Governments. To keep the system in place and running smoothly, there are appendages that are set in place to teach the population how to act, think, behave, and yes how to conform to the system. The system wants people to think that they are completely free and can act, think, and feel however they choose to. This is true to an extent, as long as your interests do not run too contrary to what the system has in mind. Once your interest start to run contrary or you do something to step out of line, you will be targeted.

**Harassment Hidden in Plain View**

Many of us have experience with books where the goal is to find the hidden picture contained in the landscape. Or the artwork, where if you look intently, you will eventually see a three-dimensional picture superimposed on a flat background. At first, most of us had some trouble detecting these hidden pictures, but with practice we usually see them. Once the detection mechanism is developed, these hidden objects become clearly visible with little effort. So too with Covert harassment or Gang Stalking. Once you know what to look for, these borderline-subliminal attacks are quite detectable. So, rather than using a blunt overt attack against a fully functional person, they usually attack covertly, and conceal their harassment by using existing events that occurs naturally. There is usually cover for the harassment as well. However, it is probably a statistical rarity for some of these staged events to occur as often as they do. They conceal much of their harassment using what appears to be a basic formula that is as follows:

A. **Frequency**: Describes how often an event occurs. It also pertains to the number of acts within a single event.

B. **Duration**: Pertains to the length of a single event. It also pertains to the non-stop nature of the harassment in general.

C. **Intensity**: The amplification of acts such as sound, sight, crowding, etc. within an event.

*A hypothetical example of a car door-slamming event would include this:* One neighbor arrives and two others leave. As they’re tending to their vehicles there is the repeated opening and shutting doors and trunks, alarms going off, and beeping from alarms being turned on. These disturbances emanate from areas surrounding your house. This may happen simultaneously, or they may be strung together, one right after the other.
(Synopsis)

The event lasted for 5 minutes, longer than normal (Duration). In addition to length of the event being extended, the number of times each act occurred within the event was increased (Frequency). Ex: Multiple, repeated doors/trunk slamming from cars, even if a single individual is at the vehicle. This event also happens many times throughout the day (Frequency). Each individual act of door/trunk shutting is amplified by deliberate slamming to produce a louder than normal noise (Intensity). The event was louder, contained more activity (acts), and lasted longer than normal to produce a covert attack.

Even if a single individual is arriving/leaving, standard practice seems to be multiple slams (trunk, back door, driver's door). This may be synchronized with your activity, such as your arrival or departure. The event may also be a part of a Noise Campaign consisting of an alteration of other types of noise. The frequency and duration formula is also used in Mobbing. In addition to the overuse of an individual tactic; these tactics are combined and used in a round-the-clock fashion, which amplifies their overall potency.

Basic Protocol

Basic protocol begins with the surveillance of targets, monitoring of their private lives, and entry into their homes (break-ins). This is done so their personality traits can be cataloged. "There is a basic protocol that the perpetrators begin with," states McKinney, "but the TI [Targeted Individual] contributes to the modification. After they are singled out for preliminary stages of harassment, Gang Stalking ensues, which McKinney describes as part of a "softening-up process. Covert surveillance (Gang Stalking) a strategy is portrayed so that the targeted people are made out to look "mad [insane]." He explained the effectiveness of this approach as "unbeatable," and reveals that this is essentially what the Stasi did to their targets. Some of the tactics below have been called Street Theatre, Harassment Skits, or Staged Events.

They are planned harassment skits, such as blocking, or swarming. They also include informants who surround targets and have conversations intended to be overheard, which contain information about the target's personal life. Presumably, citizen informants are told that this is necessary to let targeted people know they're being watched. This may happen in any public place. This is not a complete list of tactics but it includes some of the more common ones reported. Some of these tactics will sound insane because they're deliberately designed to make someone appear as though they're suffering from a mental disorder. They were definitely created by experts in the behavioral sciences. In addition, people may be emotionally drained, and unable to properly identify or explain what's happening to them. According to the DOJ, mental tactics designed to cause psychological harm must last for months or years before they constitute torture. Gang stalking tactics fits this description. So keep in mind, these are Psychological Warfare tactics which are intended to drive people crazy.
**Surveillance**

Surveillance is apparently part of an ongoing bogus investigation that never ends. After a person is singled out, *dwellings surrounding the target* will be sublet and used as bases of operation and training. If the target lives in a house, the base will usually be the closest building to the house. If the target lives in an apartment, then the base will be in *one or more of the surrounding apartments*. There will be unusual patterns of occupancy with lots of people coming and going into these bases. Vehicles and license plates used by the occupants of the bases may be periodically changed. "In order to target someone it requires that that person be put under surveillance," proclaimed McKinney, "so that their personality traits, their capacity to inter-relate with people, their capacity for corruption or non-corruption (that seems to be a critical point), and even their religion factors into it." The information obtained by surveillance is used for no ethical reason "other than to establish a harassment protocol, which will follow that targeted individual for the rest of his or her life," said McKinney. Moret said that neighbors, friends and family are then co-opted into the harassment. This surveillance is apparently done using very sophisticated equipment.

**Anchoring**

An Anchor is a stimulus all the Gang Stalkers use. For example Neighborhood Watch Group members will use a color that becomes associated with MOBBING/Gang Stalking - wearing that color, driving that color vehicle, pushing that color stroller, or riding that color bike. RED, White, Black, Blue, Yellow repeatedly day and night.

**Space Invasion (Crowding)**

Space invasion includes blocking, cut-offs, and swarming or what some TIs refer to as, crowding. Targets may be encircled by people wearing colors or holding objects that they've been sensitized to. Prolonged crowding can have an extremely negative effect on your mental/emotional health. The people who designed this harassment program were obviously well aware of this. While some cultures may be more immune to crowding than others, even people from parts of the world that have been historically crowded react stressfully to crowding. People who have not been invited into your personal space but deliberately violate it are attacking you. Body language is more accurate and reliable than verbal communication. Most of this non-verbal communication is unconscious. The study of this language has been called Social Kinesics (the study of body communication). There are two components to this communication: One contains movements, gestures, postures, the other is spatial relationships. The study of communication using distance/space is called Proxemics. For most South Africans the intimate zone is 0-18 cm and personal space is about an arm length. The people used or better termed *unofficial collaborators* deliberately invade this space. This type of action is used to harass a person. For instance, while in stores, restaurants and public places that are not busy, a target will have people invading their personal space.
This happens even if there are only two customers in a store. If a targeted person makes a move from one place to another, several people may suddenly appear and jump out in front of him from around corners and isles. The deliberate space invasion use by these people is designed to look like normal cut-offs and collisions that we all experience from time to time. It can happen with vehicles, on foot, or a combination. This type of space invasion is obviously intended to startle people and make them tense. It can be thought of as a virtual slap.

They are used in blind areas such as corners, hallways, restrooms, or intersections where targets have people or cars cutting them off, or almost hitting them in a calculated manner. This happens in stores, buildings and on the street, with people and vehicles. With some artificially induced cut-offs, the perpetrator is seen at a distance. The target and the perpetrator(s) are heading toward the same focal point which is used to maximize crowding. The point may be a corner, a very small walkway, a thin passageway, or an obstruction on the sidewalk such as a telephone pole or a tree. The informants adjust their timing so that they meet the target at the exact point where there is the least amount of space for all parties to pass, thus maximizing the invasion of the target's space.

Apparently the idea is to get the target's attention and make them uncomfortable. When standing in a checkout-line, targets may routinely have group members standing a foot or closer behind them. And rather than wait for a target to leave, they may crowd them as they reach to the side or in front of the target to put their items on the counter. If a target is outdoors in a populated area, he or she may see a wave of people move in the direction that they're headed in order to swarm them. If a target moves, then stops and waits for a few moments, they may see that the activity will settle back to normal again after the horde passes. This test can be run indoors and outdoors as well.

Sometimes the horde may blatantly adjust their timing, or linger for a while until the target begins to move again, then they'll continue. These crowding and blocking tactics amount to an obstacle course that follows people wherever they go. They will also block targets, both on foot and with vehicles. For instance, as a target leaves a parking lot, a vehicle or person will be in the way, usually for a few moments. These things happen to everyone, once in a while, but for targets, it happens consistently, regardless of the time of day or how busy the area is. This space invasion happens on days/times that there are normally not many people.

It happens in stores while making purchases, restaurants, businesses, where targets have people frequently cutting them off, invading their space, using sensitivity programs, or other harassment tactics. If there is one customer in the store, they will probably be invading the target's space. For instance, a TI is indoors when it is not crowded, but witnesses multiple people who, instead of taking the shortest path to their destination, go double or triple the distance just so they can brush by them or cut them off.
Synchronization

Groups will try to synchronize their tactics with things that targets do such as entering or leaving their homes. The target's movements will be synchronized with vehicles or people coming or going, or other movements. These synchronization tactics are often done several times, perhaps three or more. For instance, when the target arrives, two cars will drive down their street or pull up on the side of the road, while their next-door neighbor leaves. If a target has a habit of going to the bathroom at 2 AM and looking out his bathroom window at a specific area, then they will eventually arrange it so that there is some activity such as a light being switched on or someone leaving or arriving in that area. This is an example of the level of detail that they will resort to when tailoring a harassment protocol to the profile of a target. Synchronization is also used with sensitivity tactics and noise. For instance, if you're targeted, you'll hear ambulance or fire truck sirens the moment you enter or leave your house. Or car alarms, hammering or some other type of noise will occur as you look out the window. As you leave your home, you may notice people walking by, wearing a color or holding an object that you've been sensitized to.

If you pull into a parking lot or when friends or family come to visit there will usually be cars arriving or leaving. Synchronization is also used with blocking/crowding. For instance, as you approach a store's entrance, people will be either walking in or leaving. They will often be wearing a color or holding an object that you have been sensitized to. A variation of this is echoing and mirroring. Like other forms of non-verbal communication, echoing and mirroring are very powerful, (but usually unconscious) ways of interrelating. This form of information exchange has been outlined in the book, Secrets of Sexual Body Language: Understanding Non-Verbal Communication, by Martin Lloyd-Elliot. Most of us speak this language without even knowing it to attract others. However, this form of communication has evidently been incorporated into this program as a tool to annoy targets. With echoing for instance, if a target is in a restaurant, or on public transportation, and they drink then an informant next to them will drink. If they pull out a cell phone, then the informant will produce a cell phone or similar device. When the target puts it away, so do they. In essence, they will mimic the movements of a target. With mirroring for example, targets may frequently have a person or group of people walking parallel to them, in the same direction on the other side of a street, or any public area. Also, there may be someone directly in front of the target, and approaching the same intersection that they're approaching. The informants adjust their timing so they approach at the same time, and cross the street just as the target does, at which point crowding may occur. The informant(s) may also be wearing red, holding cell a phone or another device, which the target has been sensitized to. Dr. Alexander and Janet Morris also spoke of the use of mirroring to influence people, in their book, The Warrior's Edge. Many of these Zersetzung psychological covert tactics explained above is currently being used by a criminal organized stalking crew in Cape Town of South Africa, using illegal data interception and street-level domestic intelligence operations that equate to organized stalking and harassment – against innocent South Africans.
Most law enforcement and intelligence personnel is decent people and deserve our respect, however there is a very rotten, thuggish, and corrupt % which is destroying South Africa like an invisible plague, utilizing the Stasi’s Zersetzung tactics. The people (unofficial collaborators) used to conduct these types of extreme harassment & entrapment campaigns are simply used as a buffer to shield the corrupt law enforcement personnel’s involvement.

…the Stasi often used a method which was really diabolic. It was called Zersetzung, and it's described in another guideline. The word is difficult to translate because it means originally "biodegradation." But actually, it's a quite accurate description. The goal was to destroy secretly the self-confidence of people, for example by damaging their reputation, by organizing failures in their work, and by destroying their personal relationships. Considering this, East Germany was a very modern dictatorship. The Stasi didn't try to arrest every dissident. It preferred to paralyze them, and it could do so because it had access to so much personal information and to so many institutions.

—Hubertus Knabe, German historian

The Primary goal of these criminals is to “subvert, neutralize, ruin the reputation of the target, cause chronic hardship, to drive the target insane & finally to kill the targeted individual which is considered or deemed as an enemy (or potential enemy) to the organizations clients or members. Arguably, the most accurate term for this form of harassment would be “COVERT HARRASMENT.” Gang Stalking is organized harassment at its best, it’s a systematic form of control, a psychological attack which seeks & can completely destroy every aspect of a Targeted Individuals life, while leaving little or no evidence to incriminate the perpetrators. Once the TARGET/VICTIM has been chosen or flagged, they are followed around 24/7 & put under covert surveillance, this includes their residence, vehicle and place of employment or anywhere else. The criminal organized stalking crew uses a sophisticated real time dispatching system to organize their harassments and attacks, often ranging to 20 vehicles participating as a coordinated unit at any given time while they (the perpetrators also known as perps or unofficial collaborators) do their normal routines of work, shopping, commuting to and from work, leisure, etc., using the method of advanced covert moving foot and vehicle surveillance techniques using computers, cell phones, verbal and visual cues, and every other conceivable type of communication.

As much information as possible is gained through that surveillance or in any other manner. After a period of time what can only be described as "a campaign of terror and covert harassment" begins. These crimes run the gamut from what is called "ORGANIZED/GANG STALKING operations. The end result of these CRIMES can range from virtually ruining someone’s life, institutionalization and death. There is almost complete secrecy surrounding this horrendous situation but there is much information about these crimes on the Internet. Simply research GANG STALKING and see for yourself!! Often, the local network of this kind is connected to a national and international network - funding & is done by illicit drug industry/crime syndicate, CRIMINALS.
Practically all work environments and local communities have been compromised and set-up for Gang antics- in every form of business, the government, and even police and fire departments, security companies, people from all walks of life & intelligence agencies. All of those entities have been reported on the internet by victims’ accounts, to have been infiltrated with SOME of these numerous criminals willing to do this crime for money, greed, revenge etc... No place is immune from these criminals’ not even hospitals or police stations. They are used to sometimes drive a person's life into the ground, with hopes of the perfect unprovable crime results. Gang stalking is a closely guarded secret, and hardly any person who is unfamiliar with gang stalking or Covert tactics would believe it to be true hence the victim will always be seen as mentally unstable, told that this is bogus, told that he/she mentally ill with delusions, paranoia, or schizophrenia or accused of using drugs.

**Why gang stalkers are murderers?**

The victim is a person placed on a list to be eliminated. Once the process starts there is no way back. It is important to emphasize that running away, moving to another location does not help as the victim is targeted everywhere he goes. This process can be described by two simple rules:

The aim is to drive the victim out-of-his-mind, insane, so the victim will act as follows:

1. THE VICTIM COMMITS SUICIDE.
2. THE VICTIM BECOMES A PSYCHIATRIC PATIENT.
3. THE VICTIM COMMITS A CRIME.
4. THE VICTIM COLLAPSES/DIES OF CONTINUOUS SUFFERING.

In other words:

THE AIM IS THE PHYSICAL OR MENTAL DEATH OF THE VICTIM.
Who is targeted?

A targeted individual (T.I.) is a person who has been put in the gangstalking program. The program is funded by factions within the Government, and the T.I. is monitored and harassed 24/7. Most T.I.’s have no idea how they were put into this program or how to get out. Targeting can happen to anyone in society, at any time for any reason. In most cases a person, group or gang known by the victim is the perpetrators who put the targeted individuals name on this covert harassments teams list. Sometimes victims don’t even realize what is happening or that his/her life has the problem of gang stalking. Some victims never figure out that they are being attacked covertly, even if they die, or who is the main person, group or gang, who desired the criminals to destroy the often innocent victim’s life.

For those targets that are aware this is happening, they can be left feeling depressed, suicidal, confused, isolated and mentally unstable. It is frequently the case that the gang stalking is started because the victim has upset the common sense of a group, right or wrong. Gang Stalkers choose their target based on the target’s threat to their lifestyle. A person, who the criminals are not able to use or manipulate, can become a target. It is that simple. Individuals are often targeted for being outspoken, whistle blowers, people who go up against wealthy corporations, or someone who pissed off the wrong person in a position of power or ex or active gang members who are to be executed according to the number and street gang hierarchy councils or someone who is involved in work that would be considered disruptive to the current power structure.

Corporate and influential well connected small business owners to politicians, gangs & high flyers can put a person on this list to be attacked by gang stalking, and the other criminal components that go along with it. There is belief that this crime, gang stalking, is often the underbelly, or dark side of *"The New World Order"* & that the core of all this is satanic & done by a Secret Society Satanic Occult, due to its levels of cruelty and already basically exists in the illicit drug trade.

The “Goat of Mendez” also known as “Baphomet (Satan)"
Organized gang stalking is a malicious attempt to reduce the quality of a person’s life. Psychologist Abraham Maslow believed that people are motivated to achieve certain needs. He stated that human needs are arranged in a hierarchy of needs known as Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs that includes five motivational needs, often depicted as hierarchical levels within a pyramid that is divided as follows:

1. Biological and Physiological needs - air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, sleep.
2. Safety needs - protection from elements, security, order, law, stability, freedom from fear.
3. Love/belongingness/Social needs - friendship, intimacy, affection and love, - from work group, family, friends, and romantic relationships.
4. Esteem needs - achievement, mastery, independence, status, dominance, prestige, self-respect, and respect from others.
5. Self-Actualization needs - realizing personal potential, self-fulfillment, seeking personal growth and peak experiences.

An individual must satisfy lower level basic needs before progressing on to meet higher level growth needs. Once these needs have been reasonably satisfied, one may be able to reach the highest level called self-actualization. What this basically means is that for a person to live a fulfilling life they have to progress thru each stage and reach the self-actualization stage. The system of gang stalking when applied to an individual is a total onslaught to each level of the hierarchy needs, starting from the psychological phase right up to the esteem phase thereby preventing the individual from reaching the self-actualization phase and living a fulfilling life. The main aim is often to systematically destroy a person by sabotaging what is generally accepted as the basic needs (shelter, food, and health, sense of belonging/security and sense of achievement). When an individual is targeted they are subject to a constant ‘negative’ environment’ campaign. A person experiencing the application of gang stalking tactics combined or consecutively will begin to have an increasing feeling of anxiety, immense trauma, stress, mental anguish and sheer terror. This will lead to what a rationale person would describe as paranoia labeling the victim as mentally ill with delusions or schizophrenia but it seems to be based on real incidents and instances that only the person is experiencing. It’s rare that a third party witness also sees the behavior causing the problem. Unfortunately, gang stalking is not an imagined condition. It has happened and does happen with frequency for a variety of reasons. Most victims take a few years to finally figure out what they are going through is strategically planned to destroy their lives & when they finally do, they suffer in silence. For those targets that are aware this is happening & with the harassment being nonstop, pervasive and involving various parties the victim is often left to feel completely unworthy, anxious, suicidal, confused, isolated, mentally unstable, depressed from a lack of any support system, unhealthy, unsafe, tired.
This is done purposely so that the individual will have a nervous breakdown, become incarcerated, institutionalized, experiencing constant mental, emotional or physical pain, become homeless & often this will leave only one option which could be death to escape all the pain. The objective of the Gang Stalking Program is the total destruction of the Target. This program is hell on earth. What makes gang stalking really stand out from other abusive behavior is the fact that the activity continues for a long period of time. There doesn’t seem to be a letting up, which is a result of a coordinated long-term attack by a group’s members. The harassment often increases or matures as well as the group members often believe their anonymity protects them from being caught. Gang stalking is wrong, unethical and immoral. It’s simply another weapon to kill off a human being however unlike conventional means the death happens in the most dramatic, painful, long draw-out and heartless way. It’s an intentional slow kill.

The characteristics & main reasons of Gang Stalking vary and can include the following:

► The victim represents some kind of perceived threat to a group or a cause.

► To send thru the victim’s precise location 24/7 in order for street gangs to execute judgment (Number gangs and 4 Camp gang rules).

► For Secret Society Satanic Modern day Human Sacrificing also known as blood sacrificing

I believe like with all secret societies the system of gangsterism has two doctrines, one for the outsiders Exoteric uninitiated, where certain gang members and the general public (uninitiated) are deceptively led to believe that gangsterism is just about drug trafficking, turf wars, number gangs etc…; and one for the initiated Esoteric insiders(that is linked to the secret societies), where gangsterism is a modernized system for human blood sacrificing, pagan sun demon worship & luciferic demonic initiation.

Luciferic Initiation is an occult term that describes those who make a decision to give themselves wholly to demonic entities also known as the initiating into the secret doctrine, where the initiate’s centers has been opened, to vision, and knowledge/wysheid/wisdom is given to the initiate to communicate with the higher powers thereby enabling them to receive skill & wisdom (wysheid) from these satanic entities thereby (whether knowingly or unknowingly) subjecting themselves to these satanic entities.

For the exoteric, the occult practices mentioned above which includes luciferic initiation and blood sacrificing can be hidden or concealed in gang or number gang rituals, laws & punishments. The act of giving oneself over to satanic entities whether knowingly or unknowingly is very serious & can include demonic possession where the individual’s mental faculties (thoughts) and even physical faculties (actions/behavior), meaning the entire being of man (mind/will/emotions) can be subjected or dominated by these entities.
The members of this secret society or better termed the initiated ones are comprised of various/chosen gang members, hierarchy number gang members & gang leaders that are intertwined in the different street gangs and number gangs thereby hiding in plain sight, using various strategies & networks to further their agendas. Anyone or any organizational structure whether a gang or organization that opposes the agendas of this secret society whether knowingly or unknowingly are strategically eliminated, removed, silenced or dominated (brought into subjection). Blood Sacrifice in itself is an intense ritual that has been around forever and still exists today in many parts of the world. According to “Robert Cecil” the shedding of blood (that is a practice used repeatedly in gangsterism) is to attract the attention of indifferent powers which is the magic significance of human sacrifice. The bible clearly forbids both blood sacrificing and the practice of communing with demonic entities, “Deut. 18: 9-12”

The human sacrifice required during many of these occult practices has to contain the following elements, each one of which is exaggerated to the highest possible degree:

1. **Trauma, stress, and mental anguish, sheer terror.**

2. **The final act in the drama should be destruction by a fire; preferably a conflagration.**

   (Gunfire) which symbolizes judgment or execution of judgment termed ouense se werke werk in the 4 camp or number gangs dialect. This final act is performed with a firearm which is an instrument of death.

3. **People must die as human sacrifices, especially children, since Satan looks upon a younger human sacrifice as his most desirable.**

   As you can see the above requirements are met when one is being targeted by covert harassment as the targeted individual is harass to the point of psychological fear or even terror & is always under tremendous stress & mentally anguished due to being subjected to the constant negative campaigns.

   ► The target often has no idea who all the group members are.

   ► The gang members frequently don’t know the victim personally, except maybe one or two of them, nor do they know why the victim has been targeted.

   ► The stalking is often **indirect and subtle** rather than overt and direct.
Attached is an article that briefly touches on the topic of Satanic Links to Gangsterism

Sex workers ‘groomed for satanic rituals’

Crime & Courts | 20 March 2016
Caryn Dolley

Cape Town - A network of sex workers controlled by a pimp involved in gangsterism and satanism has been uncovered in the Cape peninsula.

File picture: Independent Media

Through an investigation into an assassination in Strand two months ago, it emerged that the dark lord of Cape Towns’ underworld goes by the alias The Priest. His real name is known to Weekend Argus. He allegedly heads the operation and is a satanist. He is said to recruit and groom sex workers to perform satanic rituals – done behind closed doors, unbeknown to clients – which include drinking blood, usually that of animals.

The rituals form part of the gang’s customs. Sources said The Priest was linked to the murder of 28s gang leader Nathaniel Moses, 32, also known as Nigga, in Strand in January. In another twist in this bizarre case, allegations have surfaced a high-profile gang leader previously named a suspect in another underworld killing, ordered the hit on Moses. But a gang source who knew Moses this week denied Moses was linked to satanism or sex workers and insisted he had never heard of The Priest.

He said Moses was in fact murdered after rival factions formed within the 28s. Community Safety MEC Dan Plato told Weekend Argus the connection between gangsterism and satanism was a massive problem in Cape Town. “The gangster and drug trade on the Cape Flats is closely linked to satanism. Youngsters we interview, that’s what they tell us. ‘They’re groomed to kill, to see blood. ‘Satanism and its links to crime were in the spotlight this week when 20-year-old Aljar Swartz was found guilty in the Western Cape High Court of beheading Lee Adams, 15, in Ravensmead three years ago.

Swartz claimed he’d been under the control of Satan at the time. Moses was shot at least six times in the head outside a car rental dealership in Main Road, Strand, on January 15.
Police spokeswoman Constable Noloyiso Rwexana said: “A case of murder is still under investigation. No one has been arrested.” But senior police sources, a gang source and another with close links to policing elaborated on the case, saying it had exposed intricate underworld dealings. Weekend Argus has also seen evidence of this. Moses was killed by two gunmen who walked up to his car and fired several shots at point blank range. He died at the scene. Moses, who at one stage owned a club in Strand which closed in December, was the gang boss of a faction of the 28s called The Mobsters. A police source said they had carried out hits for 28s gang kingpin George “Geweld” Thomas who was last year sentenced to seven life terms in jail.

Weekend Argus understands The Priest had been trying to take control of The Mobsters and that Moses’s murder may have paved the way. This is where the sex workers fit in. Two sources confirmed The Priest recruited sex workers who operated in areas including Voortrekker Road and Strand.

“The prostitutes are recruited and go through satanic rituals,” one said. One source said men under The Priest went into various clubs recruited attractive women and took them to more upmarket clubs and lavished them with gifts. Eventually they were introduced to sex work and satanic rituals. Two sources told Weekend Argus the hit on Moses was carried out by members of the Sexy Boys gang, which had a stronghold in areas including Belhar. The gang source said while he did not know about The Priest, there were rumours the Sexy Boys had offered R1 million to have Moses killed.

He said weeks before the murder, 28s gangsters were beaten up by Sexy Boys gangsters at a popular Bellville club. The gang source said infighting in the 28s started a few months before the murder, when Moses had decided to forgive a woman he had a fallout with. This infuriated other 28s and caused some members to turn on Moses, who they denounced as their leader.

Moses had received threats and changed his routine in an attempt to avoid ambush. The gang source said Moses seemed to have known he was going be murdered and tried to turn his life around in the weeks leading up it. He was learning to play the guitar and be peaceful. “What happened had to happen. That guy knew he was on his way out.” The second source confirmed this, saying women who tried to get out of the network went missing. Members of the Sex Workers Education and Advocacy Taskforce had not heard of sex workers involved in satanism.

**Occult rites in the fear-filled ganglands**

Occult practices started filtering into criminal gangs less than two decades ago. Johan de Beer is a former head of the police’s occult-related crime unit in the Free State and the director of the Auksano trauma centre in Bloemfontein. He said the centre helps “victims of destructive subcultures” and he believed elements of witchcraft in Lesotho evolved, spread and became part of gang culture. He told Weekend Argus that about two decades ago “evil churches,” headed by so-called kings and queens, had been set up there.
“These jumped the border.” A more formalized gang known as the 666, whose members participated in “spiritually motivated crimes” which included blood sacrifices and murders, stemmed from this. De Beer said 666 members had become members of gangs, including the 26s and 28s and what they practiced then spread. “It became more violent and militaristic. It’s an emerging movement… Some 28s said: ‘We won’t stand for this.’ It resulted in prison fights four or five years ago.” De Beer said there were many gang members in the Western Cape who followed devil-worshipping rituals.

He said a number of killings, viewed as murders, were actually “blood sacrifices” they carried out.

Weekend Argus

The goals of gang stalking are:

► Harassing a victim to the point of psychological fear or even terror.

► Convincing everyone else in the community, that the person is just imagining a gang stalking hoax and is starting to go crazy and paranoid.

► Working to isolate the victim so that he can’t rely on anyone for any help.

► Alienate the victim from family and friends, which makes the ongoing psychological harm easier and easier to inflict.

► To get the victim to make what appears to be delusional claims that will not be able to be proven in order to discredit the victim & create the perception or diagnosis of mental illness.

Please take note that when this goal is reached the perps (perpetrators) will up the harassment tactics to a more intense level since the victim has now been professionally diagnosed or documented or reported as showing symptoms of mental illness.

► Working the target so that he or she lashes out from the constant abuse that could lead to the target getting arrested or institutionalized.

► To covertly destroy the victim while making the victims daily life miserable

► Finally to kill the victim

► Leave no trace of evidence
The criminal organized stalking crew will generally want the targeted individual to think that they (the gang stalkers) are omnipresent. They create this illusion by surrounding the target covertly, *camouflaging themselves within the general public when on foot* and when the target travels by car, they (the gang stalkers) camouflage themselves in the general flow of public traffic following the target in a *floating box vehicle surveillance tracking* method. They follow the target in this manner wherever the target moves.

**An example of moving foot surveillance is illustrated below**

*The Yellow dot* – Represents the targeted individual

*The Red dots* – Represents the Gang stalkers

*The Green, Blue, Light & Dark brown dots* - Represents the General Public

As you can see the target is in the middle and the gang stalkers is surrounding the target but from a distance.

Slowly & strategically the gang stalkers start to close in on the target.
The target gets strategically surrounded & wherever the target moves the gang stalkers move continuing to surround the target.

Illustration 3

Illustration 4

Illustration 5

Illustration 6

Illustration 7

The Floating Box vehicle surveillance tracking method

This is an extract of how the tracking Floating-box vehicle surveillance method works

The floating-box is a powerful system. The unit conducting this method doesn’t just follow you, they surround you, they don’t just blend in with your environment, they become your environment. They become part of your ecosystem camouflaging themselves in the normal flow of traffic acting as if they are that flow of traffic thereby making it very difficult to detect them. This type of surveillance is very subtle. (It is all about blending in) you won't even know they are there. A floating-box can be run with as few as three vehicles or as many as 20. A team consisting of seven to ten vehicles is typical. It is not unheard-of for 20 vehicles to be involved. The covert team drives anything and everything, including sedans, coupes, utility vehicles, vans, trucks, four-wheel drive, minivans, commercial trucks, taxis, meter taxis, motorcycles, company vehicles, tow trucks, bakkies, bicycles, ambulances, law enforcement vehicles (that includes police, flying squad, traffic cop, vehicles ETC… (That operates under the guise of active policing or bogus investigations) Please take note that this organization changes cars and people constantly which is a good strategy to avoid that its members can be identified and get caught and the majority of the vehicles used has tinted windows.

joshuaadams654alienware@gmail.com
**Floating-box surveillance.** Floating-box surveillance is based on continuous coverage by the same team. Coverts create a box of surveillance vehicles around you. **The box floats with you as you travel along your route,** hence the name floating-box. The box is used to track you during a vehicle surveillance operation. The image shown on the left illustrates the major components of the floating-box system; the essential components of the box are the command vehicle, the backup vehicle, the left and right outrider vehicles, and the advance vehicle. The team would set up some sort of "picket surveillance" in the surrounding areas.

Picket surveillance would have the team covering various **main entry and exit points of roads of surrounding areas.** They would be stationed at various corners using a form of **communication to send thru or radio ahead with information.** Leapfrogging or Leapfrog is the method where the team will follow a target up to a certain point, then pass him off to another group up ahead, and then leapfrog to pick up the surveillance farther down the street. When operating under Leapfrog surveillance they would be telling the people ahead that the target was coming up to them. It is very effective in urban and suburban locations. Very few suspects break out of a properly-run floating-box.
How a floating box turns. When the target makes a right turn at an intersection, the right-side outrider also turns right – and becomes the new advance vehicle. As shown above, other members of the surveillance team also transform their roles.

The former advance vehicle becomes the new left-side outrider. The backup vehicle becomes the new right-side outrider. And the left-side outrider becomes the new command vehicle.

In the situation shown above, the former command vehicle usually continues straight through the intersection, so as not to attract attention to it. It will be replaced by another agent being held in reserve by the team leader.

The same principles apply when the target makes a left turn at a side-street intersection. Because this type of maneuver by the surveillance team results in predictable positions, an experienced target can use a deliberate turn as an anty surveillance method to detect the outriders and advance units of the surveillance team.

The target walks back towards his parked vehicle, the various members of the vehicle surveillance team take up positions in a standard stakeout box. Note how layup vehicles Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, and Delta are facing away from the target's vehicle, ready to pick up the follow and assume command of the target no matter which direction the target takes.

Equally important is the trigger vehicle. As shown in the illustration above, one of the ruses the unit uses is to pull in and park ahead of the target's parked vehicle. This is called a cheating trigger. Being in front of the target, the agent is less likely to attract suspicion, but he is still in a position to cue other members of the surveillance team when the target begins to drive away. This makes for a seamless transition from the foot surveillance team to the vehicle surveillance team. In particular, the trigger vehicle transmits the start-time, direction of travel, and speed of the target's vehicle to the other members of the surveillance team. The appropriate layup vehicle can smoothly pick up the follow and assume command of the target because he has advance knowledge of the target's direction, etc., thanks to the radio transmission from the agent in the trigger vehicle. The lesson is obvious. Your adversary is the entire surveillance team, not just the agents you happen to spot.
The cheating intersection. When the target is approaching a decision-point – and her direction of travel cannot be predicted by the – the surveillance team leader makes certain that two vehicles are in front of the target's vehicle. This is a deadly tactic. It has meant the ruin of many suspects who thought they could beat surveillance. As shown in the illustration above, each cheating vehicle takes a different route.

The unit has every possible scenario covered. No matter which route you choose, a cheating surveillance vehicle (positioned in front of you) has you covered. Many targets of surveillance have been repeatedly fooled by this tactic. The illustration below shows a more common implementation of this intersection maneuver.

When implemented properly, the floating-box strategy is an effective vehicle surveillance system that gets results.

Most targets never realize they're being watched. Those targets who manage to detect a command vehicle or backup vehicle are likely to be lulled into a false sense of safety by the cheating command vehicles and cheating intersection maneuvers. The mix of coverts on foot and method of camouflaging in the flow of traffic used by the surveillance team makes detection extremely difficult for the untrained target.
As you can see these methods that are explained above are very difficult to detect and are conducted by trained individuals. After the incident that occurred in August 2015, I was really starting to become concerned because there was now police involvement. I'm no expert on this but have been a victim of covert harassment and have been doing my best to gain an understanding of it, with the hope of helping to bring an end to it. At first I didn’t know how or what to make of what was happening to me.

I was becoming alarmed, something was definitely going on. Recently, thanks to the Internet I have been able to put some of the pieces of this nightmarish puzzle together and put a face on this otherwise faceless monster. After going to the police the stalking activity dramatically increased from maybe once in a three to six month period to day and night from Aug 2015 up until current. THEY CIRCLE AROUND MY AREA CONSTANTLY FROM THE MORNING TILL THE EVENING, I BELIEVE THERE IS CORRUPT COPS INVOLVED AS I HAVE SEEN THEM DRIVING PASS WITH THESE VEHICLES (IN FRONT AND SOMETIMES AT THE BACK) OF THESE VEHICLES ON VARIOUS OCCASIONS. Even when I leave my place of employment anytime of the day, within minute’s police vehicles, local security service vehicles or various other vehicles will be driving on my route.

I have minimized my travel time by moving closer to work and by only traveling to & fro from work & my home, to try and minimize the chances of another coordinated attack, (nowhere else since August 2015). I talked to various people; no one knew anything about it. This situation has negatively impacted me mentally, emotionally, psychologically & spiritually. I get little or no sleep, sleeping is still a major problem my nervous system is harmed and I am under Tremendous stress & fear for my life.
Below are some of my personal experiences/examples of what is called Vehicle (Repeat passing of unseen vehicles going by the targets house) & foot surveillance

Foot surveillance
21/11/2015
From 9:23 – 9:53
3/16/2016 time 07:42
Notice the guy in the white t-shirt sitting in the park

3/16/2016 time 07:43
Vehicular Surveillance
Pine watch member
3/16/2016 time 15:10

3/16/2016 time 15:11

3/16/2016 time 15:11
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3/16/2016 time 16:20
WHITE BAKKIE BACK TINT

3/17/2016 time 7:20
BLACK MERC SILVER LINING WINDOWS

3/17/2016 time 7:24
SAME BLACK MERC SILVER LINING WINDOWS
3/17/2016 time 7:44
SAME BLACK MERC SILVER LINING WINDOWS

3/17/2016 time 7:48
SAME BLACK MERC SILVER LINING WINDOWS

3/17/2016 time 12:48
SAME BLACK MERC SILVER LINING WINDOWS
3/17/2016 time 13:00
SAME BLACK MERC SILVER LINING WINDOWS

3/17/2016 time 07:19
LIGHT BLUE TOYOTA TAZZ

3/17/2016 time 07:42
SAME LIGHT BLUE TOYOTA TAZZ
3/17/2016 time 07:48
SAME LIGHT BLUE TOYOTA TAZZ

3/17/2016 time 07:39
SILVER POLO BLACK TINT
3/17/2016 time 07:45
SAME SILVER POLO BLACK TINT

PINEWATCH
3/17/2016 time 07:23
WHITE BAKKIE NO TINT
3/17/2016 time 07:39

3/17/2016 time 07:43
SAME WHITE BAKKIE NO TINT
3/17/2016 time 07:45
Taxi 1

3/17/2016 time 12:38
Taxi 2

3/17/2016 time 07:23
WHITE BAKKIE NO TINT
I started to conduct some research with regard to my experiences and to my amazement I figured out that the tactics that they use are identical to various experiences of other people worldwide:

1. Twenty-four-hour-seven-day-a-week surveillance.

2. Followed, watched everywhere you go.

3. Car illegally entered or stolen.

4. Cell-Phone hacked into.

I lost total trust in people and the systems or organizations that are there to protect and to serve our communities. No one I talk to knows anything about it or could offer an explanation or help. Perhaps the most painful part is the fact that there has been no safe place for me to turn to for protection and help. My only hope is in GOD. My life is being destroyed and there is a desperate need for public awareness of, and government protection from, ALL levels of the targeting.

There is no place I can go and nothing I can do where I am not followed & watched. I have been driven into isolation thereby making their harassment to be successful. I have gone to the Police and they have been no help what-so-ever... It seems that local and state law enforcement has been ordered to “stand down” when complaints are made regarding any of the aforementioned illegal activities & the other factor is that ORGANIZED/GANG STALKING/ OF-COURSE are perpetrated and controlled by corrupt police officials. They may not perform all the deeds/tactics but they are responsible. And they get many others to cooperate that is how these operations function and if you think that our police are not equipped or trained to conduct & train criminals to perform these tactics/methods of covert surveillance think again. (See the below articles which I sourced from the Mail & Guardian & other various sources.
City of Cape Town deploys task team to tackle drug problem

20 Jan 2015 18:31 Thulani Gqirana

Cape Town mayor Patricia de Lille announces a task team to be trained to take on the drug and gangsterism problem in the city. Eight members of the Cape Town’s drug and gang task team will help the city tackle the big narcotics problem it faces. The task team plans to kill the supply and demand in the area, once they come back from specialised training with the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) of the United States.

Cape Town mayor Patricia de Lille today announced that the members, chosen because of a combination of their skills and training, would attend a five day advanced drug agent course from January 26 in Gaborone, Botswana. She said the training was part of a partnership with the DEA, which started in 2009. “The Cape Town’s safety and security directorate has received extensive training from the United States DEA over the last four years, for which we are very grateful. Since 2009, the United States government has invested more than R10-million in the city of Cape Town metro police through drug enforcement training, study tours, school resources officers that we’ve had in training and also FBI management training.

The eight police officers will be expected to share their knowledge with their colleagues and help train them once they are back from the course, in time for the March campaign against drugs in the city. “Our strategy around drug and substance abuse is not only enforcement. We started more than a year ago with a campaign that says ‘don’t start, be smart’ where we targeted young minds that were not using drugs. Then we established a 24 hour helpline, seven days a week. Then we moved the campaign to target the families of people using drugs,” the mayor said. “In March, we are launching another campaign, where we are targeting the supply and demand. This is where the training is going to come very helpful, because as long there is a demand for the drugs, the supply will be there,” she said. “We also have to begin to reduce both supply and demand, by targeting the people who are selling these drugs to our children. The training they will receive will help them on the enforcement side with that, but we have a holistic strategy that deals with the socio economic issues in our communities. “Mayoral committee member for safety and security JP Smith said the training course would be to add on to the existing skills of the eight members. “They are going to learn more about counter drug investigations and crime intelligence, assessment and analysis. Dealing with more advanced topics like the clandestine laboratories, managing undercover operations . . . When we took the city over in 2006, the city barely touched drugs and gangs, it was an SAPS problem. It wasn’t something the city looked at or budgeted. Now we have dedicated teams on it.”

Cosatu lambasts JP Smith Last week, Cosatu’s Western Cape provincial secretary Tony Ehrenreich took a jibe at Smith, accusing him of giving up on trying to fight crime and instead taking the sea. “The mayoral committee member for safety and security has finally given up on securing the lives of township residents who are overcome by gangsterism and crime and has taken to the sea. He has been so ineffective in dealing with the safety of citizens of Cape Town that calls from many quarters have come in for his removal.” Now in an effort to reinvent himself, he goes and buys a rubber duck of nearly half a million rand, to save mainly white people who go out on their luxury boats in the seas surrounding Cape Town,” he said in a statement.

joshuaadams654alienware@gmail.com
Cape Town Metro Police Receive **U.S. Training** to Combat Gangs and Drug

**Cape Town Metro Police Receive U.S. Training to Combat Gangs and Drugs**

Cape Town Mayor Patricia de Lille (center left) and Consul General Teddy Taylor (center right) joined by members of their staffs.

The City of Cape Town and the **United States Government** have an excellent cooperative partnership, particularly in the area of **law enforcement**. **As part of our shared commitment to build a safer city**, the **Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)** of the United States Department of Justice invited eight members of the city’s Safety and Security Directorate Gang and Drug Task Team to attend an advanced drug agent course at the International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) in Gaborone, Botswana during January 2015. U.S. Consul General Teddy Taylor joined Cape Town Mayor Patricia de Lille for the announcement at a recent event.

The ILEA training course will further develop the knowledge and skills required for a law enforcement officer to initiate and develop a **counter-drug investigation and to analyse information**. **The course will also introduce more advanced topics such as clandestine laboratories, diversion investigations, managing undercover operations, and controlled deliveries**.

The eight members of the city’s Safety and Security Directorate will be representing South Africa. There will also be representatives from Ghana, Namibia, Uganda and Botswana.

**The United States Government has invested over R10 million in Cape Town’s Metro Police Department through drug enforcement training, study tours to the United States, School Resource Officer training, and FBI management training.**
Cape Town’s drug busting cops to get FBI training

In a joint training programme with the DEA and FBI, Cape Town's new drug busters will receive intensive training and the opportunity to come back to the Mothercity and teach their colleagues new skills.

By Gerhard Jacobs -
January 21, 2015
The City will be sending eight members of its anti-drug-and-gang unit to train alongside members of the US’s Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), in Botswana.

Even though collaboration between the City of Cape Town, the DEA and the FBI has been ongoing since 2009, there seems to be a desperate need for more training. Crime stats are on the up and even the US's R10 million drug enforcement investment seems to have amounted to nothing.

This time, the city assures us, things will be different. The idea is that police will be equipped to kill the need for drugs as well as those who supply it — not sure if this means killing the actual people… think Ferguson — in order to slow the cancer.

Mayor Patricia de Lille has taken some time off from laying down the law to those rambunctious ANC folks and had this to say: “Cape Town’s safety and security directorate has received extensive training from the United States DEA over the last four years, for which we are very grateful. ‘Fingers crossed the chosen eight can pass on what they learn in Gaborone, or at least compile a three page leaflet outlining their experience.

STATEMENT BY THE CITY’S EXECUTIVE MAYOR, PATRICIA DE LILLE

The City of Cape Town actively encourages the creation of cooperative partnerships with the international community and stakeholders in order to boost knowledge sharing of best practice. We believe in undertaking joint ventures in order to empower our staff and our communities. The ultimate objective of such partnerships is to improve the lives of Cape Town’s residents.

As part of our commitment to building a safe city, we have entered into international partnerships. These have allowed for training and models of best practice to be applied to improve our Safety and Security Directorate.

A partnership that we believe has been especially fruitful is one that we have fostered with the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) of the United States Department of Justice. They have extended an invitation for eight members of the Safety and Security Directorate’s Gang and Drug Task Team to attend an advanced drug agent course from 26 to 30 January 2015 at the International Law Enforcement Academy in Gaborone, Botswana.
The eight members of the City’s Safety and Security Directorate will be representing South Africa. There will also be representatives from Ghana, Namibia, Uganda and Botswana. We would like to express our gratitude to the United States Government for bearing the cost of our delegates’ travel, meals, accommodation and local transport. The training course will further develop the knowledge and skills required for a law enforcement officer to initiate and develop a **counter-drug investigation and to analyse information**. The course will also introduce more advanced topics such as **clandestine laboratories, diversion investigations, managing undercover operations, and controlled deliveries**.

Our Safety and Security Directorate has received **extensive training support from the DEA over the last four years**. Our relationship with the DEA started in 2009, when five officials attended drug enforcement training in Botswana. In the last three years, 63 training opportunities have been provided through the following seminars:

1. Advanced Enforcement
2. Basic and Advanced Drug Enforcement
3. **Undercover and Surveillance Practical Applications**
4. Chemical Diversion Investigation

In addition, in 2012 the DEA arranged for a chemical **diversion specialist from Germany** to assist the Safety and Security Directorate in Cape Town upon our request.

The United States Government has invested **R10 million** in our Metro Police Department through drug enforcement training, study tours to the United States, School Resource Officer training, and FBI management training.

We have already seen numerous improvements in operations from our Gang and Drug Task Team since they embarked on this training. During their most recent drug bust, the unit confiscated hashish, cocaine and two wine bottles filled with suspected liquid MDMA with a street value of more than R1 million. The suspects who were arrested are possibly linked to a European syndicate.

Another major drug bust took place less than two months ago, when Metro Police recovered tik to the value of R1.2 million in Maitland.

Our latest available statistics indicate that the Metro Police made 2 042 drug-related arrests and confiscated 43 020 units of narcotics during 2014.

These successes are the direct result of the intelligence-driven operations of the Gang and Drug Task Team, which can be attributed to the training that our officers have received from the DEA.

Through the effective use of resources and models of international best practice, the City has created an efficient and successful Metro Police service. In the presence of Consul-General Teddy Taylor, we would like to thank the United States Government and the DEA in particular, for their investment in our staff and, in turn, the lives of our residents.
Cape Town drug and gang police to get more advanced US training

by Bekezela Phakathi, 20 January 2015, 16:20

CAPE Town’s partnership with the US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is beginning to bear fruit, with city officials saying on Tuesday that the local Drug and Gang task team has made major drug busts in recent months that can be attributed to the training the team has received from the DEA.

Since 2009 the US government has invested R10m in Cape Town’s metro police through drug enforcement training, study tours to the US, school resource officer training and FBI management training. Drug abuse, especially the use of tik, the slang name for stimulant drug methamphetamine, remains a major headache for city authorities. A number of Cape Town townships, such as Mitchells Plain and Lavender Hill, have been ravaged by drug and alcohol abuse, which fuels gang-related crimes. At a news conference on Tuesday, to discuss the assistance that the US government has provided to the Cape Town’s metro police department through training, mayor Patricia de Lille said the city actively encourages the creation of co-operative partnerships with the international community and stakeholders in order to boost knowledge sharing of best practices.

"A partnership that we believe has been especially fruitful is one that we have fostered with the DEA.… They have extended an invitation for eight members of the safety and security directorate’s gang and drug task force to attend an advanced drug agent course from January 26-30 at the International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) in Gaborone, Botswana," Ms de Lille said. There will also be representatives from Ghana, Namibia, Uganda and Botswana. The US government will bear the cost of the delegates’ travel, meals, accommodation and local transport. Ms de Lille said the training course would further develop the knowledge and skills required for a law enforcement officer to initiate and develop a counter-drug investigation, and analyse information. The course would introduce more advanced topics such as clandestine laboratories, diversion investigations, managing undercover operations and controlled deliveries.

Ms de Lille said Cape Town’s safety and security directorate had received extensive training support from the DEA over the past four years. One of the major drug busts took place less than two months ago, when Metro Police recovered tik to the value of R1.2m in Maitland, about 10km outside the Cape Town central business district. “Our latest available statistics indicate that the Metro Police made 2,042 drug related arrests and confiscated 43,020 units of narcotics during 2014," the mayor said. She said these successes were the direct result of the intelligence-driven operations of the Gang and Drug Task Team, which could be attributed to the training that officers had received from the DEA.ILEAs such as the one in Gaborone that will host the course are international police academies administered by the US State Department where US law enforcement can instruct local police from participating countries in counterterrorism, narcotics interdiction, detection of fraudulent documents and border control practices. They were established in 1995 by Bill Clinton when he was president as a means of bringing together international law enforcement agencies to reduce crime, combat terrorism, and share in knowledge and training.
Parliament's complex owes its origins to the Freemasons

Sunday 25 August 2013 18:11

Lukhanyo Calata

The Freemasons' oldest lodge in the Southern Hemisphere still stands inside the gates of Parliament. (SABC)

South Africa’s Parliamentary complex in Cape Town owes its origins to the Freemasons. Its oldest lodge in the Southern Hemisphere still stands inside the gates of Parliament.

The Lodge de Goede stands a quaint national monument, hidden in a remote corner. Inside the lodge sits a temple reflecting the exact dimensions of the inner sanctum of King Solomon’s temple.

Grand Master Armiston Watson explains the link to Parliament: "Representative government in South Africa was actually initiated amongst others by a lot of prominent Freemasons, like Sir Christoffel Brand and Cecil John Rhodes and many others."

Nestled between the Lodge and Tuynhuys, is another building first owned by the Freemasons. The building, Good Hope Chambers, not only housed the first representative government at the Cape but would become the venue where the final draft of our democratic Constitution would be negotiated.

Their somewhat shady reputation locally, the Masons believe, came from their fierce rivalry with the Broederbond. They insist that their teachings are aimed at liberty for all and creating honourable men.

Deputy Grandmaster Jeff Edward says, "We would encourage their family values. We also would encourage their activities within their communities. This would affect how they should behave ethically and how they should apply their morality."

They hope to maintain the good relations with parliament for another 200 years, considering their generosity when they sold Parliament the land for one and six sterling in 1854 - that's about R150 today.
‘Freemasons planted seeds of Apartheid’

On the grounds of Parliament, close to Tuynhuys in the heart of Cape Town, the Lodge De Goede Hoop is hidden behind a parking lot filled with expensive ministerial cars.

It is an old, white, plastered building, writes City Press.

Only the Freemason symbol on the window and the Star of David above the large wooden doors show that this is not just another parliamentary building.

There are many conspiracy theories, alleged links with murders, and those who believe the Freemasons “planted the seeds” of Apartheid.

The building was inaugurated as the first masonic temple in South Africa in 1803 and is still used daily by its members.

This week, City Press took a tour of the temple with the newly appointed Grand Master of the SA Freemasons, Geoff Edwards.

On a table in the foyer are a square and a pair of compasses – well-known masonic symbols. On the wall is an engraved list of the names of former masters and the wall beside the front door is adorned with a framed photograph of Watty Watson, former DA chief whip and retiring Grand Master.

“People say we’re on parliamentary grounds, but that’s not true. Actually, Parliament is on our grounds,” he says.
The first Freemason lodge was formed in Cape Town in 1772 and the temple was built about 30 years later.

The Cape government of the time and the Freemasons were so intertwined that the Cape Parliament used the masonic banquet hall as a venue from 1854 to 1884 until the old House of Assembly was completed.

Others say that from the organization’s inception in the 14th century, it has been the secret hand that is quietly ruling the world.

Not true, according to Edwards, taking us into the meditation chamber with its sinister statue of a dead man with a dagger, a book and an hourglass, and the words “know thyself”.

Two artificial human skulls add a chilling edge to the room. “People say the Freemasons have ruled the world over the centuries, but the truth is that many rulers were simply masons,” he says.

“Like many other organisations, we have been attacked aggressively in the past. During World War 2, Hitler tried to wipe out the Freemasons.

The most fascinating room in the Lodge De Goede Hoop is undoubtedly the middle chamber. With only two small windows letting in a sliver of light, the room is dark even in the middle of the day. Here, ceremonies are held at night in the pitch dark to remind members just how fleeting their lives are.

The organization is open to all races, but does not accept women as members. There are female lodges in some parts of the world, but they are not recognized by the Freemasons’ constitution.

“In our lodge we have members of Parliament from three different political parties and they all get on tremendously well together,” he boasts.
Parliament’s secret temple revealed

2014-06-08 20:32

Maryna Lamprecht, City Press

Cape Town - On the grounds of Parliament, close to Tuynhuys in the heart of Cape Town, is an old, white, plastered building.

The Lodge De Goede Hoop is hidden behind a parking lot filled with shiny ministerial cars.

Only the Freemason symbol on the window and the Star of David above the large wooden doors show that this is not just another parliamentary building.
The building was inaugurated as the first masonic temple in South Africa in 1803 and is still used daily by its members.

This week, City Press took a tour of the temple with the newly appointed Grand Master of the SA Freemasons, Geoff Edwards.

On a table in the foyer are a square and a pair of compasses – well-known masonic symbols. On the wall is an engraved list of the names of former masters and the wall beside the front door is adorned with a framed photograph of Watty Watson, former DA chief whip and retiring Grand Master.

“People say we’re on parliamentary grounds, but that’s not true. Actually, Parliament is on our grounds,” he says.

Edwards is right because this mysterious organization has been in South Africa and Cape Town for much longer than Parliament.

The first Freemason lodge was formed in Cape Town in 1772 and the temple was built about 30 years later.

The Cape government of the time and the Freemasons were so intertwined that the Cape Parliament used the masonic banquet hall as a venue from 1854 to 1884 until the old House of Assembly was completed.

The organization, regarded as among the most mysterious in the world, is all about money, power and secret handshakes, its detractors whisper. There are many conspiracy theories, alleged links with murders, and those who believe the Freemasons “planted the seeds” of apartheid.

Others say that from the organization’s inception in the 14th century, it has been the secret hand that is quietly ruling the world.

Not true, according to Edwards, taking us into the meditation chamber with its sinister statue of a dead man with a dagger, a book and an hourglass, and the words “know thyself”.

Two artificial human skulls add a chilling edge to the room. “People say the Freemasons have ruled the world over the centuries, but the truth is that many rulers were simply masons,” he says.
But where do secret handshakes and rituals fit in 2014? “I’m reluctant to use the word ‘secret’,” says Edwards, a businessman who runs his own recruitment agency.

“We don’t make the way we operate known publicly because that will spoil things for the candidates, but we aren’t trying to hide ourselves from the world.

“Like many other organisations, we have been attacked aggressively in the past. During World War 2, Hitler tried to wipe out the Freemasons.

“Even in South Africa, there was a time when we were targeted. That made our members cautious. Nowadays, we encourage members to speak about it. The world has changed,” Edwards says.

The most fascinating room in the Lodge De Goede Hoop is undoubtedly the middle chamber. With only two small windows letting in a sliver of light, the room is dark even in the middle of the day. Here, ceremonies are held at night in the pitch dark to remind members just how fleeting their lives are.

The organization is open to all races, but does not accept women as members. There are female lodges in some parts of the world, but they are not recognized by the Freemasons’ constitution. No atheists are permitted to join. Members believe in the “life hereafter”, so atheists aren’t welcome.

“To become a member, the person is required to believe in a ‘higher power’, but we do not say who that must be. Freemasonry is not a religion. We offer no path to heaven.”

Edwards says the Freemasons believe in tolerance, and promoting peace and harmony.

“In our lodge we have members of Parliament from three different political parties and they all get on tremendously well together,” he boasts.

Then, with an almost disappointingly ordinary handshake, he says goodbye.
'Freemasons control DA selection panel'

Politics / 12 Apr '16, 2:50pm

LUYOLO MKENTANE AND OLIVIA EXSTRUM

Johannesburg - A disgruntled DA ward councilor has spilt the beans on how party officials he claimed belonged to the Koh-I-Noor Lodge of Freemasons allegedly rigged the candidate’s selection process for the 2016 municipal elections, giving preference to their wives, girlfriends and friends.

And this had rendered the whole process invalid, according to Alexander Willem Frederik Middelberg, Tshwane’s ward 91 councilor and shadow finance member of the mayoral committee.

The DA launched its Activist App. From left are spokeswoman Refiloe Ntsekhe, party leader Mmusi Maimane and Gauteng leader John Moodey. Picture: Boxer Ngwenya. Credit: THE STAR

In an internal appeal to DA federal executive chairman, James Selfe and federal legal commission (FLC) chairwoman Glynnis Breytenbach, which The Star has seen, Middelberg complains about his “irregular placement” on the proportional representation (PR) list.

“I have been placed in an electable position of the PR list at position 36. I appeal this placement on the list for the reason that it does not fairly represent my scores in comparison with those placed above me on the list and because I know that my scores actually achieved together with any legitimately made adjustments
should see me placed at the top of the list following only the (Tshwane) mayoral candidate (Solly Msimanga).”

The irregular placement, he said, was the result of “numerous travesties that adversely affect me and any number of deserving aspirant candidates who would have... qualified for appointment as ward councilors or their placement on the list in better positions than they occupy now”.

He dismissed all the candidate lists, both for ward and PR, for the hotly contested Tshwane metro as invalid.

Proper procedures were also not followed in the appointment of the selection panel, which Middelberg claimed was infiltrated by DA officials who are members of the Koh-I-Noor Lodge of Freemasons. This, Middelberg added, had outed Msimanga, among other party officials, as one of the secret society’s members.

Msimanga hit back, saying he was not a member of any secret society or clique. He dismissed the allegations. In the appeal, Middelberg wrote: “For the record, every known member of the Koh-I-Noor Lodge, in fact every known Freemason, who was an aspirant candidate and their wives or girlfriends who were aspirant candidates have been placed in the Top 20 of the proportional representation list or were given a safe ward.”

Contacted for comment yesterday, Middelberg said he stood by everything he’d said in the appeal. He had not yet received any response from the DA, he said, adding he was now consulting his legal representatives to have the whole candidate selection process redone. Selfe told The Star that the matter had been referred to the FLC; and Breytenbach said: “I make nothing of his (Middelberg) allegations. A panel has been constituted to deal with all the appeals and I’m not sure if his appeal has been deliberated on.”

Breytenbach said she would provide information once the matter had been dealt with. Meanwhile, the DA has launched a new mobile “Activist App” to mobilize voters before the local government elections. DA leader Mmusi Maimane said the app puts the party at the “cutting edge of technology” in an election that he said would be the most hard-fought and closest in democratic South Africa's history. Maimane said: “If you have a smartphone, you can be an activist for the DA. It puts us in a space where we can compete with any political party. “The app allows users to register as “activists” for the DA. Users can learn about the party, donate to the DA, check voter registrations, sign up to receive DA newsletters and recruit other people to join. The app is available online at my.da.org.za
Tensions are mounting in DA amid Freemason claims

By Gugu Phandle -
March 30, 2016

Tensions are mounting in the Democratic Alliance as the party starts finalising its candidates’ lists, and some party members realise they may lose their jobs and incomes as town and metro councillors. The influence of the Freemasons and an alleged plot to side-line former members of Patricia de Lille’s Independent Democrats are two of the main concerns bugging DA members as the party finalises its candidates’ lists.

Western Cape Democratic Alliance leader Patricia De Lille

DA federal executive chairman James Selfe said he calls it “nominitis” – an affliction of the jitters candidates get at nomination time, when they blame their possible failure on plots to sideline them and those they identify with.

At the moment, the DA is abuzz with rumours that the Freemasons are taking a hand in compiling the DA candidates’ lists in Tshwane, and that ID members, notably Eden District Municipality mayor Wessie van der Westhuizen, may be sidelined in the Western Cape. In Tshwane, the allegation is made that Freemasons are banding together to keep non-Freemasons out of council positions.

DA MP Brandon Topham, a prominent Freemason and former DA Tshwane mayoral candidate, rubbed the claims on Friday.

“The Freemasons are not a secret society and do not take oaths. Some people, who do not believe all men are created equal, use it as a bogeyman, as the Broederbond did in the previous dispensation.

“It is true that women are not admitted to be masons, but that is more out of tradition and respect for family these days. “Anyone can be invited to become a Freemason if he does not have a criminal record and has not been declared sequestrated.

“The basic idea is of charitable work and friendship. If two men are drowning and one is a brother [Freemason], you would save the brother first and then the other,” explained Topham.
He said although the Freemasons had a specific handshake, sign and password, this was only used to establish trust, and could not be used to keep non-Freemasons out of political positions.

In fact, Topham claimed, there were only about 30 DA public representatives nationwide who were Freemasons.

“If that was done, such a person would be ejected as a Freemason, because we expect only the highest standards of ethics from our members,” said Topham.

He also said that many Freemasons in Tshwane had applied unsuccessfully to be candidates, that anyone who was unhappy could appeal, and that the process was such that individuals could not manipulate it. Selfe said the problem at nomination time was the same as with someone whose mother told them they could sing beautifully, but then they did not make it onto Idols.

“In politics, it is best to get up when you feel dejected, dust yourself off and try again. I had to learn that many times early in my career,” said the party veteran, who was rejected as DP candidate in Simonstown in 1989 in favour of someone who crossed the floor to the ANC.

Selfe explained that prospective candidates had to pass through several rounds of interviews, online written tests and marks given for political activity according to the PDMS system before they could be nominated.

He said about 7 000 prospective candidates were still in the running, and about 120 appeals are being processed.

Regarding a perceived purging of former ID members out of senior position in the Western Cape, the provincial DA leader Patricia de Lille said no special deal was arranged to accommodate or alienate former ID members in the DA.

“We are all DA; not former this or that. Everyone has to compete on merit through the correct process. “The DA is holding back the candidates’ lists of the 23 Western Cape councils which it controls because of a public ANC campaign to entice disgruntled DA councillors to support ANC-proposed council budgets. Regarding Van der Westhuizen, who was beaten to the Oudtshoorn DA mayoral candidate position by local teacher Colin Sylvester, allegations that members of the DA leadership had conspired against Van der Westhuizen, was denied by DA eastern region leader Jaco Londt. “It is untrue,” Londt said, “and those who make such accusations are creating diversions. “But local sources claimed on Friday that a disciplinary hearing against Van der Westhuizen regarding the payment of ANC councillors, who crossed the floor to the DA in Oudtshoorn, was being used to keep him out of the town’s top job.

They said all will be revealed when affidavits are made public at the conclusion of the disciplinary hearing.
Lodge for Coloureds

TWO Coloured Freemason lodges are to be admitted to the hitherto all-White Grand Lodge of South Africa.

Johannesburg former Grand Master Mr Eddie Conradie said yesterday the Department of Community Development had given the green light to the Free Masons to make the two South African Coloured lodges — Phoenix of Kimberley and Perseverance of Cape Town — full members of the Grand Lodge of South Africa.

The Coloured lodges have about 50 members and were chartered by the Grand Lodge Prince Hall of Pennsylvania — a lodge generally unrecognised in South African Freemasonry.
Die bruines word Vrymessaelaars

DIE Vrymessaelaars van Suid-Afrika gaan hal deur vir bruin lede se poging. Ná 'n strede van ses jaar om hul toestaling tot hierdie eksklusiewe blanke organisaasie, word sowat honderd bruin lede aanvaandaand Saterdag in Kaapstad by die oude van meer as 50 000 blanke toggele.

Met Sidney Glauze, Grootmeester van die Vrymessaelaars se groot kloof van Suid-Afrika, het hy dat die bruin lede van die groot kloof van Suid-Afrika moet gebood word om hul toestaling na buurtye te begin.

Met die hulp van die huldebeweering van die vakwerk van die Woonkruis en die Maritieme Kruis van Peru, het hy die huldebeweering na die groot kloof van Suid-Afrika. Vrymessaelaars se groot kloof van Suid-Afrika, wat van die buurtye van buurtye, het hy die huldebeweering na die groot kloof van Suid-Afrika.

Die huldebeweering van die Vrymessaelaars se groot kloof van Suid-Afrika, het hy die huldebeweering na die groot kloof van Suid-Afrika. Vrymessaelaars se groot kloof van Suid-Afrika, wat van die buurtye van buurtye, het hy die huldebeweering na die groot kloof van Suid-Afrika.

Voorbeelden van die huldebeweering van die Vrymessaelaars se groot kloof van Suid-Afrika, wat van die buurtye van buurtye, het hy die huldebeweering na die groot kloof van Suid-Afrika.

MIN EDDIG COMRADE van Johannesburg hoor hy nog Grootmeester van die Vrymessaelaars se groot kloof van Suid-Afrika was. Hy het hom jou bunk beweering, dit toe deel van bruin mens tot die Vrymessaelaars beweering.
Freemasons ‘open’ ranks

THE Freemasons, formerly a whites-only organisation in South Africa, will initiate 46 coloured members in a ritual ceremony in the Lodge de Goede Hoop in Cape Town on Saturday.

The move had the backing of the Government, said Mr Reg Geisler, Cape Provincial secretary of the SA Constitution of Freemasons today. It had been endorsed by 4,500 white Freemasons.

In 1973 a move had been made to admit coloured people, but because of certain laws, it would have been impossible for coloureds to become fully fledged members, said Mr Geisler.

Freemasons in South Africa total about 50,000, including Scottish, English and Irish members who fall under separate constitutions controlled by their respective grand lodges overseas.

These are sister constitutions to the Grand Lodge of South Africa.

Saturday’s initiation ceremony will probably last the whole day, said Mr Geisler.
MASONIC LODGE PINELANDS

May 1, 1776

Adam Weishaupt (code named Spartacus) establishes a secret society called the Order of the Illuminati. Weishaupt is the Professor of Canon Law at the University of Ingolstadt in Bavaria, part of Germany. The Illuminati seek to establish a New World Order. Their objectives are as follows:

1) Abolition of all ordered governments
2) Abolition of private property
3) Abolition of inheritance
4) Abolition of patriotism
5) Abolition of the family
6) Abolition of religion
7) Creation of a world government

July, 1782

The Order of the Illuminati joins forces with Freemasonry at the Congress of Wilhelmsbad. The Comte de Virieu, an attendee at the conference, comes away visibly shaken. When questioned about the “tragic secrets” he brought back with him, he replies: “I will not confide them to you. I can only tell you that all this is very much more serious than you think.” From this time on, according to his biographer, “the Comte de Virieu could only speak of Freemasonry with horror.” The insignia of the Order of the Illuminati first appeared on the reverse side of U.S. one-dollar bills in 1933. One can read, at the base of the 13-story pyramid, the year 1776 (MDCCCLXVI in Roman numerals). The eye radiating in all directions is the “all-spying eye” that symbolizes the terroristic, Gestapo-like, agency set up by Weishaupt. The Latin words “ANNUIT COEPTIS” mean “our enterprise (conspiracy) has been crowned with success.” Below, “NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM” explains the nature of the enterprise: a “New Social Order” or a “New World Order”.

joshuaadams654alienware@gmail.com
I believe that there is a direct link between this criminal organized stalking crew & the South African based American Gang Drug syndicate. The various people involved will do everything in their power to try to discredit the target/victim and try to provide evidence that the target/victim is mentally ill. The effects of this type of treatment obviously are devastating: All this cowardly, deceit based criminality is being done covertly/remotely. It is all done behind the target/victims back, when they are not there or from a distance. The target/victim is basically helpless and defenseless. In this day and age the high level of integration of smart-phones, computers, and tablets, has facilitated this organization spying tactics and helped strip South Africans of their constitutional rights.

These tactics are well organized to make you sound delusional and when you reach out for help by friends, family and authorities you often get labeled as paranoid, "mentally-ill", delusional thereby making you lose all credibility and making the situation that much worse as there is often no proof of this being done and it all sounds impossible - resulting in you being re-victimized all over again. This is all part of the master plan; of course, it is an almost perfect trap. This is not an accident; it is all done by design. These tactics and methods of harassment as mentioned above all follow a similar pattern. The foundation for these crimes is COVERT SURVEILLANCE.

“The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people but the silence over that by the good people.”

~ Martin Luther King Jr.  www.targetedinamerica.com
Phase 0 – Non Target
Most people are non-targets and are completely unaware. This is completely understandable because the crime is kept mostly a secret. Ideally most people would like to remain non-targets for the rest of their lives. Sadly gang stalking is a crime that is increasing and most people know nothing about it until they become victims. Fortunately, at the moment, it’s only less than 1% of the population that is targets and it will take years before the problem is too widespread. However, it’s much better to have the knowledge beforehand. As a non-victim keep an open mind about such a crime, it does exist, and there will be a next victim. Do not take part, do not participate in any organized slander, do not spy on friends or neighbors, and do not accept payment of any sort to conduct this type of harassment.

Phase 1 – New Target Perpetrators doing secret study
It’s virtually impossible to tell in the very beginning if you are a target or not, and this is a deliberate trick by the perpetrators. During the first few months of being a new target, you are being studied and secretly stalked to gather information about your lifestyle, social support system and work life. This intensive study which is known as building a profile would include knowing all of the victim’s friends, family and social circles including religious affiliations & the victim’s personality, daily routines & hang outs. Only when the perpetrators have figured out the best strategy for attack, then they strike, and really hard.

Some of the early signs of Gang Stalking/Covert Harassment are:

- Traffic harassment in the form of being obviously followed in a floating box coordinated unit.
- You, family members and close friends experience or are involved in staged road rage incidents, where you are forced to brake hard, cut off or forced off the road.
- You’re vehicle being illegally entered, sabotaged or stolen.
- Someone obviously watching your activities from a distance.
- An increase in various vehicles & motor cycles repeat passing /going by your home.
- A sense of being followed/ watched everywhere you go but, when examined, no one seems to be the obvious follower.
- Subliminal attacks and harassment happening sporadically or daily over a number of days.
- An increase in vehicles, motor cycles & random citizens on foot, jogging & walking the dog in your residential area.
- Twenty-four-hour-seven-day/week surveillance
- Cell-Phone hacked into
Phase 2 – Target is aware but does not have details of the entire scheme. Lots of attacks and your life is spinning out of control

Perpetrators begin to attack the victim really hard giving him or her no chance to rest. The attacks are non-stop, at work, at home, in social activities. The goals of the attack are deliberate and systematic, and include causing stress, depression, social isolation, loss of job and finances. In short completely destroy the victim’s life. It becomes really hard for most victims to work out why everything is not going well. Family and friends will begin to think you are on drugs, becoming mentally unstable/insane, delusional and will be advising you to take medication or to go and see a doctor. You will start spending lots of time to learn about the topic. Soon you will realize how all the events fit together in a system. It will make life a lot easier.

You need to be aware of what the next steps will be and unfortunately this will not be good

- You will most likely lose your job, your friends and relationships.
- You will be tricked and fooled into changing residences or to always be on the run.
- You will be tricked into losing a lot of finances.
- You will be FORCED (by brute force) to be depressed, have fear and act irrational.
- Understand being a target means there is little you can do, its only damage limitation.
- Its like falling into a very deep hole, where there will be no help

Phase 3 – Target begins to know about gang stalking

After months and years of nonstop attacks, most victims find themselves without a job, friends and deteriorating health. By noticing the repeating pattern of the attacks most victims get to know about the system that deliberately employs perpetrators to ruin people’s lives. There are so many angles to this assassination program; there is the gang stalking aspect & Law Enforcement involvement.

The main challenge here is that this form of harassment is relatively unknown to society; also most victims are met with lack of credible information sources to confirm their suspicions. This makes it even harder to prove. It’s a system, a very difficult one to understand at first because it’s too shrewd, too organized and too ruthless and non-stop. Make it a point every single day to learn all there is to know about the topic. There are typically 2 arts to this, there is the social standing/stature (which is the stalking) and finally there is making sense of your own personal events. Understand there are people who are paid to stalk, sabotage and make 100% sure your life is hell. People are being paid and have to report to a boss on how much damage they caused for the week. Your friends leaving, losing a job is none of your fault. Learn as much as you can about gang stalking. But that’s not enough, you need to have a journal or a spread sheet of all events that are strange, when they happened, where and who was involved. Spend at least a month (yes, four weeks) over analyzing, being super skeptical, suspecting every little thing. Record all the dreams you are having, all strange phone calls write down the phone numbers, make a record of how often you cannot sleep, basically go crazy in the details. Why? Because they will play the same game as long as it works again and again. You will need to figure out what buttons they are pressing. Remember you need to get smart as quickly as possible and not fall for the same tricks.
Phase 4 – Reality sinks in. Target understands the lifelong implications

With some knowledge and personal experience, a victim then develops a full understanding of the assassination machine. Sure with all the knowledge and understanding it’s the question that will keep popping up is how you can get rid of this crap. How can you have a normal life again? There will be that part of you that wants to get justice for the perpetrator.

This is the hardest part. Most get to understand that once a target, it’s most likely to last for the rest of your life and at the moment there is no solution to the problem. It will become clear there is no way out because the system was designed from the ground up to completely destroy your life. It’s all about accepting or having faith or expecting some kind of miracle.

The attacks will most likely continue for the rest of your life and your health will be getting worse by the day. No job, no friends, nothing just pure hell. You will often think about committing suicide and death all the time.

Phase 5 – Living rest of life

Not easy, just up to you. I am not sure yet what I am going to do. But I have made a decision to raise awareness and to trust in GOD daily in the hope that he will put an end to this.

Exposing Gang Stalking

Gang stalking has its weaknesses, however. First off it relies on the assumption that the target will grow demoralized and will stay that way, growing progressively weaker and paranoid under the chronic harassment. Second, the target will not be able to produce or find any viable evidence proving that gang stalking is occurring, thereby isolating him to peers.

Third, there won’t be any records available to show a conspiracy actually occurred between suspected persons. Finally, because everything is ambiguous, the target won’t be able to confront anybody as a participant, to then strike back. Again, all of these assumptions are based on the idea that the target is powerless to hit back. The dynamic starts to fall apart, however, where and when a target doesn’t follow these rules. For those looking to effectively defend themselves from gang stalking activities, information and situational awareness are two tools anyone can become good at collecting. When the products of these tools are put together over time, they begin to produce a niche into the gang stalking group’s system that can be taken advantage of.
These efforts should focus on:

§ Keeping regular and detailed records of activities suspected of being gang stalking. This includes times, dates, details and information about each occurrence.

§ Taking photographs or videos of any evidence left behind and saving it as an easy reference record of what occurred. This comes in handy later on when it’s time to show a pattern of behavior. It also corroborates the victim’s statements of what occurred.

§ Keeping a file on every interaction with law enforcement. This includes officer names, case numbers, departments, and who takes evidence from a reported scene if it occurs. Also try to get the incident number and event number from the officer or police department as record tracking can happen under different systems.

§ Being proactive and obtaining a licensed psychological evaluation as soon as gang stalking starts. This defuses and eliminates any argument by non-psychologists that a target is going crazy. The fact that an evaluation says otherwise long before they ever came to their conclusion refutes such assumptions before they start.

§ Speaking up and being noisy about what’s occurring. Gang stalking groups want a target to stay silent, to cave in and go into isolation. A noisy target eventually gets someone’s attention to start to take action against the group.

§ Remembering that stalking is a crime in most jurisdictions, even if done anonymously by a group. Every group eventually has a weakness and can be found out. In fact, groups are more vulnerable to identification than a lone individual. Focusing on nailing down one person’s identification can very quickly lead to the rest of the group, especially if one of them is dumb enough to get caught and arrested. When a group gets exposed, its power is gone. So every response should aim at meeting this goal of eliminating the effects of gang stalking.

Off course in the real world as things stand today it’s unlikely to be successful in eliminating the effects of gang stalking for the following reasons:

• Gang stalking is not yet recognized as a criminal offense
• *The attacks are done covertly, remotely over a number months or even years*
• The perpetrators are in most cases anonymous
• Attacks are done to mimic many illnesses
• It is beyond the jurisdiction of any police that aren’t in on it

• Victim has no privacy, perpetrator can plan ahead
• Lawyers might be uncomfortable with this sort of case

• Preparations of the case will not be private
• Perpetrator can always kill the victim at a push of a button
• Hard to get witnesses, no one to risk their life
CONCLUSION

This METHOD OF HARRASMENT is an outrage which is in human & unconstitutional. Something has to be done about it. People need to be informed about what is going on and it must be stopped. According to the Bill of Rights which is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa, that enshrines the rights of all people in our country and affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom under chapter two, point number eleven under the heading Life, states that: Everyone has the right to life & cannot be sentenced to death. The bill of Rights further states under chapter, two point number twelve under the heading Freedom and security of the person, that: Everyone has the right to freedom and security of the person, which includes the right (A) not to be deprived of freedom arbitrarily or without just cause; (C) to be free from all forms of violence from either public or private sources; (D) not to be tortured in any way; (E) not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way.

The Method of Covert Harassment when applied to an individual takes away all these rights. How many more people are being tortured daily by this illegal activity and how many people has and will lose their lives to this. I believe the vast majority of people in our province do not know that this is happening and that various people from different backgrounds and cultures have been offered in one form or another the opportunity to side with this criminal organized stalking crew and has accepted that offer for money, greed or because of fear. This type of harassment can and will be done to you or a loved one if something is not done to stop it now!!!!